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Abstract
Increased age is regularly linked with heightened cancer risk, but recent research suggests a flattening around age 80. We report that, independent of cancer site or time period, most incidence rates decrease in the more elderly and drop to zero near the ceiling of human life span. For all major organ sites, male and female, we use 1979 to 2003 Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results registry records (8–26% of the U.S. population) to construct three sequential cross-sections at 10-year intervals, totaling 129 sets of age-specific cancer data. To compute incidence rates, we estimate older populations at risk with census counts and NIH life tables. This article provides both a minimal and a more comprehensive extension of Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results cancer rates to those above 85. Almost all cancers peak at age ~80. Generally, it seems that centenarians are asymptomatic or untargeted by cancers. We suggest that the best available justification for this pattern of incidence is a link between increased senescence and decreased proliferative potential among cancers. Then, thus far, as senescence may also be considered an anticarcinogen in the elderly. We model rising and falling incidence rates with a \( \beta \) curve obtained by appending a linearly decreasing factor to the well-known Armitage-Doll multistage model of cancer. Taken at face value, the \( \beta \) model implies that medical, diet, or lifestyle interventions restricting carcinogenesis ought to be examined for possible effects on longevity. [Cancer Res 2008;68(11):4465–78]

Introduction
Age plays a strong role in carcinogenesis, but the exact nature of this role is unclear. For half a century, cancer investigators have reported that typical cancer rates accelerate with age. Our understanding of age-specific cancer rates traditionally comes from mortality data. More frequently collected than incidence data, mortality data have also been termed more reliable; in the past, autopsy was widely considered as a method of verifying or disaffirming many uncertain diagnoses (1). After late childhood or early adulthood, cancer mortality broadly rises in exponential fashion or by power law. Accordingly, age has been seen as precipitator, enabler, or cause of cancer. Neglecting mechanism, it has even been called a potent carcinogen (2). Yet, as early as 1954, rates were observed to flatten above 75 (3). At that time, many of the very old did not know their own age, and “old age” itself was an accepted cause of death. Consequently, cancer investigators questioned the reliability of old-age (above age 74) mortality records and any associated analysis. Because modern medicine is able to treat many cancers successfully, mortality is now a less reliable tool for understanding cancer incidence. On the other hand, greatly improved cancer diagnoses and the establishment of well-supported cancer registries over the past 35 years have improved cancer incidence data to the point that it is now generally accepted as high quality (4). Here we have accepted the reliability of older age registry data, generally understudied but with samples positively assessed (5, 6).

It is self-evident that the number of new cancer cases tends to zero at ages near the end of a natural life span because the number of persons alive and at risk tends to zero. But investigators working with recent data from Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER; ref. 7) and other modern registries have confirmed that cancer incidence rates (new cases divided by the number of person-years at risk) after about age 80 also tend to sharply decrease (8–10). Pathology studies in autopsy have other systematic errors but tend to support the idea that cancer prevalence increases more slowly at old age and these cancers tend to be less virulent in these older patients (11, 12). This fall off is contrary to simple models of cancer incidence. The Armitage-Doll multistage model, in its usual approximate form \( I(t) = (p_1 p_2 p_3) k^{t - 1} / (k - 1) = a t^{k - 1} \), and the well-known Moolgavkar-Vernon-Knudson two-stage clonal expansion model (13) both predict that cancer incidence will rise indefinitely with age.

We note three classes of explanation that have been offered for this observation. The first class of explanation is that the multistage theory is accurate, but the probabilities at each stage are dependent on environmental influences and these change with time. Such a change in probability would obviously be the case if younger people have chemical exposures, which cease at age 70. They would have to be exposures of late-stage carcinogens that dominate the probability. The probability would have to drop by at least a factor of four to achieve this. However, we have found no data that quantify this.

The second is there is some biological effect that must be added to the simple multistage model. A subset of this is that there is a variation in susceptibility. This was studied very early by Cook and colleagues (14) who showed that the fall off with age could be explained by a variation in susceptibility only if the number of persons who are susceptible considerably varies with cancer site, an idea they considered unlikely. Two other factors led Cook to reject the idea that variation in susceptibility is crucial. First, when groups of people were exposed to sufficiently strong carcinogenic chemicals, the susceptibility increases so that over 50% of the group develop cancer. It seems more plausible to assume that this is a gradual increase in susceptibility as the dose is increased rather than a sudden nonsusceptible/susceptible switch at a threshold dose. Second, it seems implausible for susceptibility to vary in just the necessary way to make incidence turnovers occur at the same age, independent of cancer site and rarity. The Cook result is confirmed by an exact multistage model by Ritter and colleagues.
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The result for three cancers is shown in Fig. 1 from Ritter and colleagues. Good fits can be obtained only if the fraction of susceptibles in the population depends on the cancer. Eighteen percent of people would be susceptible to colon cancer, 5% susceptible to non–Hodgkin’s lymphoma, 1% susceptible to brain cancer, and 82%, 95%, and 99%, respectively, are completely immune to these cancers. This deterministic model seems to us unlikely. Finkel (16), using a more realistic distribution of susceptibilities, showed that the inclusion only flattened the incidence curve with age. Several other biological processes have been suggested as candidates to explain the cancer fall off changes in immune system activity with age (17) and the consequences of increased cellular senescence with age (18, 19). These are mentioned further in the Discussion.

Although laboratory animals, rats and mice, are not people and have significant biological differences, they have traditionally given guidance on aspects of cancer to be examined in people. Laboratory rats and mice are usually killed (terminal sacrifice) at 2 years or less. But a study shows that when rats or mice have been allowed to live to their natural lives up to 3 years or more, cancer mortality can fall. In particular, a study of 2,234 undosed control mice of the E001 study suggested a similar effect, but these are now being reanalyzed more carefully because of problems in decoding the data from the 30-year-old study (20).

A third class is that incidence data might not be derived consistently for the young and the old. For example, cancer incidence data are less objective than mortality and might be underreported. There are many possible reasons for this. Therefore, in this study, these data cross-sections at 10-year intervals were studied to find if there were any significant cohort effects due to environmental, lifestyle effects or improvements in diagnoses or other factors affecting the reliability of the incidence data that have changed with time. In addition, we decided to study more cancer types in both genders. Animal studies can also help to elucidate this question because underreporting at older ages is less likely. Because some aspects of cancer may be racially dependent, from either differing levels of exposure to pollutants, unequal diagnosis, or inherent biological effects, we also examined a cross-section of the black population in the SEER database.

This is a subject worthy of investigation due to the possible clues to cancer suppression that might lead to prevention measures. Because one half of the U.S. population lives to age 80 and beyond, and that the oldest age groups are the fastest growing of all age groups worldwide, makes the results of studies of this phenomenon immediately applicable in many areas.

Materials and Methods

The SEER U.S. cancer registry presently records incidence data from ~26% of the U.S. population, with complete patient-by-patient information on age of diagnosis, year of diagnosis, and cancer type. We considered only malignant diagnoses (by SEER standards) and only the first diagnosis of each cancer type in any patient. For the period 1973 to 2003, we used SEER*Stat software (21) to obtain patient case listings for 20 major male organ site cancers and 21 major female organ site cancers in the broadest populations possible. We developed software to automate most of the procedure of computing incidence. With it, these case listings were separated into three 5-y cross-sections: 1979 to 1983, 1989 to 1993, and 1999 to 2003. Cancer cases were grouped by sex, cross-section, and twenty-three 5-y age groups ranging from 0 to 4 to 110 to 114. Computing incidence rate requires person-years at risk. SEER*Stat provides yearly populations by registry, sex, and eighteen 5-y age groups ranging from 0 to 4 to 85+. To partition the 85+ population category into 5-y age groups, we developed a simple estimation procedure that draws from the U.S. census (for more recent years; ref. 22), NIH life tables (23–25) and postcensal estimates (for earlier years; refs. 26, 27). This procedure is given in the Appendix. For the most recent cross-section, the estimation procedure is effectively a direct application of Census 2000 regional population figures (which are partitioned by 1- or 5-y age group up to 110–115) to SEER-covered areas, county by county. In addition to our comprehensive extension of SEER data with 5-y age groups, we provide a more minimal extension, which splits those 85+ into 85 to 99 and 100+. An identical procedure was used to obtain populations in the minimal extension.

Consistent with SEER*Stat year populations were used for person-years at risk without removing cancer type prevalence pools. The largest such pool is for prostate cancer, for which the January 2002 SEER prevalence statistics show peaks at 8.75% of the male population from ages 70 to 79. All other malignant cancer prevalences are each <3% of the population at any age. Correcting with a not-at-risk pool would not significantly change these results.

Where \( x \) is the count of new diagnoses and \( n \) is the person-years at risk, \( \pm 34.1\% \) two-sided confidence intervals for incidence rates were calculated according to the normal distribution for \( (x > 10) \), according to the Poisson distribution for \( (x < 10 \) and \( n > 1,000) \), and by exact binomial proportion for \( (x < 10 \) and \( n < 1,000) \). In the latter two situations, software by John Pezzullo (28) was used. In all cases \( x < (n-x) \). There has been much discussion on how to address this “inverse Poisson problem.” Physicists using small numbers have in recent years used the prescription of Feldman and Cousins (29). This gives slightly smaller error bars than used here. Considering the 85+ data, it may seem counterintuitive for data points of larger/younger populations to have wider confidence intervals than some data points of smaller/older populations. However, this is indeed possible with exact binomial and Poisson confidence intervals. It should be noted that neither census and life table inaccuracies nor uncertainties in their application to SEER areas are accounted for in the confidence intervals. There is also error in the age value of our data, but this error is strictly limited to \( \pm 2.5 \) y and is therefore not displayed. The two minimal extension data points are located at the age of mean population size within the 15-y age groups.

For the most recent cross-section (1999–2003), incidence rates of four main cancers were also calculated for black Americans. They were obtained through a method similar to that used for the general population. Details are in the Appendix.

For convenience of illustration, an empirical model was used to fit the data, which has the form of a β function \( I(t) = at^{k-1} \left( 1 - bt \right) \), where \( I(t) \) is the age-specific incidence, \( a \) is a combined rate constant for limiting stage transitions, \( k \) is the number of limiting (slow) stages to produce the cancer, and \( b \) is an empirical term to be described. This model was derived by adding an empirical term decreasing with age, \( (1- bt) \), to the approximate multistage model \( I(t) = at^{k-1} \) that assumes that the probability of proceeding from one stage to the next is independent of age. If we derive the values of \( a \), \( k \), and \( b \) by fitting all the data from age 0, there would be excessive emphasis on the more precise measurements at low ages. Accordingly, we ignore the data at early ages but minimize the sum of the least squares difference between the formula and the data for each cancer, beginning at the rising side inflection point of the data, about age 50. Each point is weighted by the square of the SE with appropriate upper limits when 0 is measured. Where susceptible fractions are discussed, these results are deduced from the raw incidence data computed by integrating the age-specific incidence results from age 0 to 110+. This method is effectively a retrospective calculation of the fraction of people who were susceptible to the cancer, if one assumes that there is a susceptible fraction and immune fraction for each cancer.

Results

Figures 2A to D and 3A to D show age-specific cancer incidence for all 20 of the major organ site cancers listed in SEER for males and all 21 major organ sites listed for females, along with the totals
for all cancers, for the periods 1979 to 1983, 1989 to 1993, and 1999 to 2003, for a total of 129 cancer data sets. The well-known increase in cancer with age (exponential or power law) is seen up to about age 80 for nearly all cancers. Age 74 to 80 has been the limit for most prior investigations. On each of the graphs is shown the fitted values of each age.

Figure 1. Comparison between SEER data (solid points), β-senescence model (solid line), and variable susceptibles model (dotted line). The dotted line shows a fit when 18.5% of people are assumed susceptible to colon cancer, 4.6% susceptible for non–Hodgkin lymphoma, and 0.95% susceptible for brain cancer [data from Ritter and colleagues (15)].

The group of cancers among the black population shown in Fig. 4 shows a small absolute difference from the all-race database but a very similar fall off with age.

Two of the rarest cancers, testicular and Hodgkin lymphoma, show somewhat different patterns of rising cancer incidence with age, suggesting a different relationship with age than that derived from the two classic multistage assumptions of a transition probability independent of age and gradual accumulation of alterations over time. The prostate cancer results are not as “smooth” as the others, which may be a result of the rapid increase in diagnoses by introduction of the prostate-specific antigen (PSA) test in 1991. The data show that age-specific incidences of many cancers have changed little in 25 years, but there are some notable exceptions that are well known among oncologists. In males, leukemia, liver cancer, non–Hodgkin lymphoma, melanoma, stomach, and thyroid cancer rates have changed, and among females, cancers of the cervix, esophagus, liver, lung and bronchus, melanoma, non–Hodgkin lymphoma, stomach cancer, and thyroid cancer have changed appreciably during the 25 years spanned by the three cohorts. Other cancers for both males and females have changed less. No attempt was made to relate these changes to differences in diagnostics or diet/lifestyle/environmental changes over the 25-year period, with the exception of the aforementioned PSA test for prostate cancer. The important fact is that, even in these cases, the fall off above age 80 was similar in all cohorts, suggesting that the cause of the fall off is not an error of data collection that diminished with time.

Discussion

We reiterate that the most important conclusion, confirmed by the more recent data, is that the cancer incidence falls rapidly to zero within the statistical uncertainty. This suggests a simple, common, reason for this fall off. But we must reexamine all the alternate explanations already listed in the Introduction.

The following specific reasons have been suggested at various times for questioning the reliability (underreporting) of the incidence data: older people are screened for cancer less frequently than younger people, and there is an often enormous amount of comorbidity in older people that may affect diagnosis. The fact that the fall off in the oldest age groups seems to be similar for all three cohorts suggests that these reasons are either not important or that time frames studied are too homogenous. The possibility of underreporting of cancer incidence in the oldest was also investigated by de Rijke and colleagues (30), who found that reporting in a group of elderly Dutch men of age over 95 was 87% accurate for cancer incidence registries 1989 to 1995.

An assumption in the multistage theory is that the probability of proceeding from one stage to the next is independent of age. But this can be questioned for those over age 80. Among the reasons for a possible reduction in the probabilities for the later stages, without assuming a new biological effect, are (a) older people have less occupational or environmental exposures to occupational carcinogens.

The carcinogens concerned would have to be dominating a late-stage probability. The factor \((1 - bt)\), which seems to be necessary to fit the data, could be interpreted as the reduction of probability of
Figure 2. A, age-specific cancer incidence (per 100,000) for total cancers and each of five major organ sites for males, for the periods 1999 to 2003, 1989 to 1993, and 1979 to 1983. Line is best data fit curve for the $h$-senescence multistage model $I(t) = a t^k (1 - br)$. On each of the graphs, the fitted values are $a$, $b$, $k$. Points, mean; bars, SE. The large squares are averages for ages 85 to 100 and 100+.
Figure 2. Continued. B, age-specific cancer incidence (per 100,000) for each of six major organ sites for males, for the periods 1999 to 2003, 1989 to 1993, and 1979 to 1983. Lines are best data fit curves for the $t^-$ senescence multistage model ($f(t) = a e^{-t/b}$, $t$). On each of the graphs, the fitted values are $[a, b, k]$. Points, mean; bars, SE. The large squares are averages for ages 85 to 100 and 100+.
Figure 2. Continued. C, age-specific cancer incidence (per 100,000) for each of six major organ sites for males, for the periods 1999 to 2003, 1989 to 1993, and 1979 to 1983. Line is best data fit curve for the j-senescence multistage model \( f(t) = \frac{at^j}{C_0} \left( 1 - \frac{bt^j}{C_0} \right) \). On each of the graphs, the fitted values are \( a, b, k \). Points, mean; bars, SE. The large squares are averages for ages 85 to 100 and 100+. 
late-stage carcinogens at older ages. This would suggest a reduction in probability by $(1 - bt)$ or about a factor of 10 at age 90. Although this is possible, this factor would also have to be roughly constant over the 25 years of our study. As noted in the Introduction, Cook and colleagues and Ritter and colleagues considered, and believed unlikely, an explanation based on variation in sensitivity to cancers. Recently, Morgenthaler and colleagues (31) proposed a “fraction at risk” description of the susceptible population for mathematical modeling of cancer mortality reduction at old age, which included the suggestion that the nonsusceptible population might be simply assumed to be selected at random. This is effectively a stochasticity assumption, described as susceptibility. Svensson and colleagues (32) applied a variation in susceptibility model to colorectal cancer data in Norway, in which a distribution of high-risk and low-risk individuals was assumed. This resulted in age-specific cancer incidence leveling and reducing with age, as the high-risk individuals acquire the disease, leaving the healthier individuals cancer-free. Similarly, applying methods of randomly assigning variations in relative susceptibility at birth to model mortality, as proposed by Vaupel and colleagues (33), is similar. None of these three articles avoid the problems that Cook and Ritter pose. Although we cannot exclude the possibility that variations in susceptibility can explain our results, the requirements, noted in the Introduction, that the data impose are strict and we have found no consistent model of such susceptible fraction variations that satisfies these strict requirements.

Our late colleague Sir Richard Doll wrote in the conclusion of a 2004 commentary (34) accompanying a commemorative republishing of his 1954 seminal article laying the foundation for the multistage interpretation of cancer formation: “The fact that only, say, 20% of heavy cigarette smokers would develop lung cancer by 75 years of age in the absence of other causes of death does not mean that 80% are genetically immune to the disease any more than the fact that usually only one cancer occurs in a given tissue implies that all the stem cells in the tissue that have not given rise to a malignant clone are also genetically immune. What it does mean is that whether an exposed subject does or does not develop a cancer is largely a matter of luck; bad luck if the several necessary changes all occur in the same stem cell when there are several thousand such cells at risk, good luck if they don’t.” Even if genetic or other information will eventually describe the unknown variables in the multistage model, they are now unknown and they must be considered stochastically.

We suggest that there may be a dominant biological mechanism that reduces all cancer incidence to zero near the end of a human lifetime. Ideally, we would extend the Armitage-Doll model by adding a term derived from a biological model. Our first attempt is
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**Figure 2.** Continued. D, age-specific cancer incidence (per 100,000) for each of three major organ sites for males, for the periods 1999 to 2003, 1989 to 1993, and 1979 to 1983. Line is best data fit curve for the $i$-senescence multistage model $l(t) = \frac{a(t)}{1(1 - bt)}$. On each of the graphs, the fitted values are [$a$, $b$, $k$]. Points, mean; bars, SE. The large squares are averages for ages 85 to 100 and 100+.
Figure 3. A, age-specific cancer incidence (per 100,000) for total cancers and each of five major organ sites for females, for the periods 1999 to 2003, 1989 to 1993, and 1979 to 1983. Line is best data fit curve for the $h$-senescence multistage model $f(t) = ae^{bt}(1 - bt)$. On each of the graphs, the fitted values are $[a, b, k]$. Points, mean; bars, SE. The large squares are averages for ages 85 to 100 and 100+. 
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Figure 3 Continued. B, age-specific cancer incidence (per 100,000) for each of six major organ sites for females, for the periods 1999 to 2003, 1989 to 1993, and 1979 to 1983. Line is best data fit curve for the \( \text{h-senescence multistage model} \) \( I(t) = a t^k \left[ (1 - b t) \right] \). On each of the graphs, the fitted values are \( [a, b, k] \). Points, mean; bars, SE. The large squares are averages for ages 85 to 100 and 100+. 
Figure 3. Continued. C, age-specific cancer incidence (per 100,000) for each of six major organ sites for females, for the periods 1999 to 2003, 1989 to 1993, and 1979 to 1983. Line is best data fit curve for the $h$-senescence multistage model $h(t) = at^k(1 - br)$. On each of the graphs, the fitted values are $[a, b, k]$. Points, mean; bars, SE. The large squares are averages for ages 85 to 100 and 100+. 
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Figure 3 Continued. D, age-specific cancer incidence (per 100,000) for each of four major organ sites for females, for the periods 1999 to 2003, 1989 to 1993, and 1979 to 1983. Line is best data fit curve for the \( h^{-}\)senescence multistage model \( I(t) = at^h(1 - bt) \). On each of the graphs, the fitted values are \( [a, b, k] \). Points, mean; bars, SE. The large squares are averages for ages 85 to 100 and 100+. 
by the term \((1 - bt)\) derived by our speculative theory of the way cellular senescence might operate in people. That the formula fits the data reasonably well only states that it cannot be excluded. Other biological models have been suggested but we have located none that has yet been put into a mathematical form that can be tested in the same way.

Macieira-Coelho (35) proposes that cancer incidences are sensitive to the developmental stage of the organism. In the context of the mathematical multistage model, this corresponds to one or more of the probabilities of the transition from one stage to the next varying with developmental stage (or age). A strong age dependence at age above 80 would be required. The data suggest that, for 36 of 41 cancers studied over 25 years, there seems to be a common and highly uniform final stage that suppresses cancer from a peak at approximately age 80 to zero at age \(100\).

Accordingly, we do suggest that all age-related cancer incidences fall to zero near the end of a human life span is not coincidental, but that both are related to the same cause, which in turn is related to age.

Discussions of the effect of interventions (i.e., negative from pollutants or positive from medical treatment) inherently involve time (age) dependence of transition probabilities and thus are similar to the idea of developmental stage effects. This has not been extensively studied in the context of the multistage model, although the expressions “late-stage” cancer-causing pollutants and “early-stage” cancer-causing pollutants have been common. That cellular transitions occur with higher likelihood at certain times is consistent with the idea of several stages occurring in a specific order with age. Although this is not required by the multistage theory of cancer, it is consistent with it. It is important to note that epidemiologic cancer incidence data do not provide precision for comparing with cellular theories of cancer because the cancer is recorded when a person has symptoms and is motivated to seek medical care or appear during routine screening tests. The inherent assumption is that the cancers of concern are those that become medically relevant. Accordingly, the mathematical modeling inherently assumes that the time to creation of a medically relevant cancer from the enabling cellular alterations is either \((a)\) short compared with the causal cellular events or \((b)\) itself a stage.

There is a practical importance in attempting to understand cancer incidence in the oldest. The main observation of the earlier studies and of this study is that cancer incidence falls to zero at approximately the end of a human life span. This suggests that there is some coupling between the fall off and life span. According to the simple senescence theory we proposed, cancer is reduced by increasing senescence. At the end of a life span, most cells become senescent, which prevents both cancer and the repair processes that support organ function. If true, interventions that have been observed to alter longevity and cancer, such as \(p53\) gene alterations...
(36) and dietary restrictions, must be considered with both objectives in mind. It would seem appropriate to consider whether other biological explanations would also couple cancer and longevity. Reducing cancer by an intervention that reduces life span by increasing senescence or by other causes may be counterproductive. It becomes important, when attempting to reduce cancers by chemical intervention, to ensure that the life span is not thereby reduced. Recent investigators considering targeted therapies that “age” tumors into senescence are now aware of this potential problem (17, 37). Conversely, we suggest that, if it is possible to reduce the senescence rate to extend longevity, any concomitant increase in cancer might be limited in other ways such as dietary, environmental, or lifestyle improvements or other intervention of modern medical science. Ideally, we would find some intervention that both reduces cancer and extends life span, such as ensuring adequate mitochondria throughout life, being actively pursued by Yang and colleagues (38).

Historically, Armitage and Doll, Moolgavkar, and many others were able to contribute important ideas to the biology of cancer by modeling of the rising incidence of cancer with age. We suggest that studying the falling of cancer incidence with age above age 80 may similarly contribute to our basic understanding.

Appendix

In each year under study, we used all available SEER*Stat regions registries except Alaskan Natives, employing 9 registries for 1979 to 1991, 12 registries for 1992 to 1999, and 16 registries for 2000 to 2003. The SEER 9 registries are Atlanta, Connecticut, Detroit, Hawaii, Iowa, New Mexico, San Francisco-Oakland, Seattle-Puget Sound, and Utah. SEER 12 additionally includes Los Angeles, San Jose-Monterey, and Rural Georgia. SEER 16 adds Greater California, Kentucky, Louisiana, and New Jersey. Sources used to partition the SEER-provided 85+ population are described as follows.

Given weaknesses in the accuracy of previous census data for the oldest ages, the census bureau has been especially careful in compiling the Census 2000 age counts (22), which are given by single year of age until 100, and then in two 5-year age groups and a 110+ category. “Postcensal residential population estimates” (26, 27) for 1980 to 2003 terminate with a 100+ age grouping. Those covering 1973 to 1979 aggregate everyone 85 and over. However, the National Center for Health Statistics’ Decennial Life Tables (for 1969–1971, 1979–1981, and 1989–1991) provide stationary (closed) population survival estimates up to 110+ (23–25). These we have extended to all years 1970 to 1990 by locating estimates at the decade and filling in interim year figures through linear trend from preceding to succeeding life table figures. Life table figures were unavailable for 1999 to 2001. For each applicable data source, all 1-year age categories above 85 were summed into 5-year age groups 85 to 89, 90 to 94, and so on.

Through the following methods, we reexpressed figures as proportions of the SEER 85+ populations: Let \( C_t(n,2000) \) be the census 2000 total U.S. resident population of age group \( n \); let \( P_t(n) \) be the postcensal U.S. resident population estimate of age group \( n \) in year \( t \); let \( L_t(n) \) be the life table stationary population survival of age group \( n \) in year \( t \). Considering each year, for each of \( C_t(n,2000) \), \( P_t(n) \), and \( L_t(n) \) with \( n \) 85 to 89 and over, we took the proportion of the age group population \( n \) divided by the sum (for that data source and year) over all \( n \) 85 and over. Respectively, call the resulting proportions \( C_t(n,2000) \), \( P_t(n) \), and \( L_t(n) \). SEER registries were matched to analogous Census 2000 areas variously of state type, county type, and “urban area” type. Registry by registry, census populations were normalized to corresponding SEER populations. Registry by registry, discrepancies between total census populations and total SEER populations were always negligible (<1%).

Let \( A_t(n,r,2000) \) be the normalized year 2000 area population of age group \( n \) and registry \( r \); let \( C_t(n,2000) \) be the census 2000 total U.S. resident population of age group \( n \) and registry \( r \). For each age group and registry, a proportion \( A_t(n,r,2000) \) was obtained by dividing \( A_t(n,r,2000) \) by \( C_t(n,2000) \). Let \( D_t(n) \) be the sum of \( A_t(n,r,2000) \) over all \( r \) in the \( t \) question. For each \( D_t(n) \), a proportion \( d_t(n) \) was obtained by dividing \( D_t(n) \) by the sum of \( D_t(n) \) over all \( n \) 85 and over. Multiplying each \( d_t(n) \) by each \( C_t(n,2000) \), each \( d_t(r,n) \) by each \( P_t(n) \), and each \( d_t(r,n) \) by each \( L_t(n) \), and multiplying each resulting product by \( S_t(n) \), the SEER–given 85+ population figures of year \( t \) give a host of population estimates. Counts using \( C_t(n,2000) \) were applied to all years 2000 to 2003. Counts using \( L_t(n) \) were applied to all years 1973 to 1979. Counts using \( P_t(n) \) were applied to all years 1980 to 1999, and 100+ categories of these years were themselves separated according to renormalized [to the \( P_t(n) \)-derived 100+ populations] \( l_{100–104}(t) \), \( l_{105–109}(t) \), and \( l_{110+}(t) \). Note that \( L_t(n) \) for 1991 to 1999 were obtained by filling in interim year figures through linear trend from the preceding \( L_t(n,1990) \) to succeeding \( C_t(n,2000) \). In this manner, we obtained population estimates from 0 to 110+ by 5-year age group.

The estimated partition of population from 85 to 110+ is a potential weakness due to census reporting problems for the oldest. Yet, note that for all ages, 1999 to 2003 populations are effectively a direct application of Census 2000’s published regional population figures to corresponding SEER–given regional populations. Consider any year in this cross-section. Take the ratio of any one under 85 age group population to another. Take this same ratio in any other year of the cross-section. The discrepancy between such ratios is less than ~15%. Therefore, thus far, as this lack of variation under 85 denies extreme variation in the population over 85, 1999 to 2003 population figures should be well founded from 85 to 110+.

For the population of black Americans in the 1999 to 2003 cross-section, an identical procedure was used with the exception that 1999 population values were also obtained via Census 2000 proportions (i.e., without linear trend life table or postcensal estimates). Additionally, it is important to note that SEER race recodes differ from census 2000 values. SEER data provided white, black, or other. Census data included a greater division of “other” and also a biracial category. However, as the total “black alone” census population was never <90% of the total “black” SEER populations, census populations were normalized to SEER populations without further recoding/correction. This may introduce some bias into the population figures. Patient identity is not disclosed by SEER, only a (coded) patient ID number.
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